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This invention, relates to the preparation 
ofla folded article for use in a dispensmg 
cabinet and to the article itselt’, relating 
more especially to napkins, towels,=to1let 
paper, and the like, the same being. folded 
from paper of various qualities; 
Among. the objects of my invention are 

to produce an article of the character re 
ferred to which may be picked up in bundles 
or individually and-placed in'a dispensing 
cabinet without consideration as to which 
side is-directed toward the dispensing open 
ing or which 'end is up; and to produce 
an. article which-maybe readily :Eolded by 
machine andpacked with other like objects 
in a ‘He without interlacing; to produce 
an article of the‘ character stated which can, 
be dispensed‘ from, a dispensing container 
without the necessity of beinginterlaced 
.with other like articles; and such further 
objects, advantages and capabilities as will 
later‘ more fully appear and as are inherent, 

My invention further resides in the corn~ 
bination, construction, and arrangement of 
parts illustrated'in the accompanying draw 
ing, and, while .I'have shown therein a pre~ 
ferred'form of my invention, I desire the 
same to ‘be understood as illustrative only 
and not as limiting said invention. 
.In the drawing annexed hereto and form' 

ing a part hereof, Fig-=1 is a perspective 
view 0 an article to be folded, with dotted 

. lines thereon to show where the folds are 
to be'made; Fig.2 is a perspective view of 
a folded article, the folded overv portions 
of which have been partially unfolded; Fi . 
3 is a perspective view of the same ar'ticl 
in completely folded condition and in dotted 
lines a dispenser having an opening through 
which a corner of the article may be grasped 
and the article pulled out through the open 
ing; Fig. 4 is a transverse section of the 
article as shown in Fig. . ' ‘ 

Referring more in detail to the annexed 
drawing, numeral 1 designates the central 
body portion of an article in accordance 
with my invention, while 2 and 3 desig 
mate the opposite edge portions of this. 
folded article said“ edge ortions being 
folded inwardly upon opposlte sides of the 
central body portlon 1, along the lines 4 
and 5. These edge portions, in the pre 
ferred form of the invention, comprise" 
diagonally opposite corner portionawhich 
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are "folded to provide an elongated inter 
mediate or body portion. The folded corner‘ ‘ 
portions are of considerable area so that they 
mutually overlap and overlie the middle, 
part of the intermediate portion. They 
provide large triangular tabs respectively 
positioned on opposite faces of the inter 
mediate portion and which are free at their 
apexes so that they canbe readily grasped. 
The folding of the extensive corner portions 
form an elongated intermediate or body por-. 
tion, at the ends of which the other ‘two di 
agonally opposite corner portions remain 
unfolded to provide trianguler or V-shaped' 
extensions thereat. v _ _ v 

- In actual use ‘of the old- .type of folded 
article, it has been found that attendants 
often get‘the articles into the dispensing 
container with the loose edge turned back 
‘away fromthe dispensing opening so that 
there is‘ no opportunity 
folded over edge of the article and withdraw 
it from the container. It is therefore my I _ 

that, no ' purpose to so fold such , article's 
matter how inattentive the "attendant may 
be, the article cannot be put in incorrectly. 
With ‘an article folded as shown: in the .at-' 
tached drawing,’ whichever side is out or 
whichever end is up there will always be 
a free corner or, edge which may be reached 
through the dispensing opening :torthe easy 
withdrawal of the article from the container. 
It will be observed by reference to. the dra_w—_ 
ing that the folded over corners of the arti 
cle overlap each other on the center of the 
body portion, 
foldedover corners exceeding the width of 

e. the body portion, This is a very valuable 
feature of the invention as the overlapping 
corners reinforce the body portion, prevent 
ing the article from excess bending or col 
l-apsing when being dispensed under neces 
sary tension through an opening in a dis 

‘ pensing cabinet. While the foremost article 
presents an outstanding'corner by reason of 
a multiple of ‘overlap ing'corners in, the 
center of ‘a quantity 0? articles when held 
in superposed relation and in - dispensing 
position against marginal ?anges adjacent 
a dispensing opening in a cabinet. , 
In folding two opposite corners oi the 

article on diagonal lines a central body is' 
formed with ‘ll-shaped ends. The V-shaped 
ends enable the use'ofa dispensing cabmet 
with a substantially large dispensing open- 
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. .article when under pressure or 
"a 

'10 

-> slight movement of the'side of the article, 
by grasping a V-shaped corner, releases the 

2 . 

ing, which is highly essential‘for success 
fully-‘dispensing paper napkins. The _V 
shaped-ends prevent excess bulgino of the 

_ when the 
stack is exhausted to a’ comparatively few 
articles as the V-shaped ends are entirely 
con?ned by large marginal ?anges at the 
ends 'of the dispensing opening in the cabinet. 
/The edges of the folded corners being twice 
the thickness of the V-shaped .ends’and ob 
viously is the point of friction on ‘the article, ' 
are held by extremely small ?anges at the 
sidesv of the dispensing opening. -Thus a 

article without resistance or inconvenience. 
' While I have shown in my drawing a 
quarter folded paper napkin with two oppo 

' I site corners folded over upon opposite sides 
'20 of the central body portion thereof, I desire 

it vunderstood that the articles are not of a 
necessity in quarter folded shape before re» 
ceiving the ?nal fold, since a singlesheet or 
a plurality of sheets may equally as well 

' be folded in the manner indicated. 
~ While it is preferable to fold the tabs so 
that they are, positioned on opposite faces 

7 I of the intermediate part, as shown in the 
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. face of the intermediate part. 

Imutually overlapping relation an 

drawing, yet it is obvious that they can also 
be folded to overlap each other on the same 

liri the claims 
in the use of “the folded corner portions in 

the intermediate portion,” or equivalent 
statement, it'is intended that this descrip; 

_ tionbe sufficiently comprehensive to include 
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napkins in which the tabs are folded to 
overlie the opposite faces of ‘the intermediate 
part and also napkins in which both tabs 
overlie the same face of the intermediate 
portion. ‘ 

Having now described my invention, I 
claim: . I ' ~. _ 

1. As an element of a package to be dis 
pensed through an opening in a dispensing 
cabinet, a paper napkin ?rst folded in a 
rectangular form and then two diagonally 
opposite-corner portions folded to form an 
e ongated intermediate portion, with the 
folded corner portions in ‘mutually over 
lappingrelation and overlying the interme 
diate portion to provide free triangular tahs 
'on the middle part of the intermediate por 
tion. _ 

p 2. As an element of a package to he did 

overlying ~ 

elongated intermediate portion havin 
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pensed through an opening in a dlspensing 
cabinet, a paper napkin ?rst folded in arec 
tangular form and then two diagonally op 
posite corner portions folded to form an 
elongated intermediate portion, with the 
folded corner portions in mutually over 
lapping relation and respectively overlying 
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the opposite faces of the intermediate por- _ 
‘tion 'to provide free‘ triangular tabs on the 
middle part of the intermediate portion. I 

3. As an element of a package to be dis 
pensed, through an opening in a dispensing 
cabinet, aV-paper napkin successivelyfolded 
on two normally intersecting lines to provide 
a rectangular form havinga multiplicity of 
plies, said rectangular form then having 
two opposite-corners folded on diagonal lines 
to form a central body portion having suh~ 
stantially uniform V-shaped ends and V 
shaped corner portions, the combined length 
of the V-shaped corner portions exceeding 
the width of the body portion. 
'4. As an element of a package to be dis 

pensed through an opening in a dispensing 
cabinet, a paper napkin successively folded 
on two normally intersecting lines to provide‘ 
a rectangular form having a multiplicity of 
‘plies, said rectangular form then having two 
opposite corners folded in opposite direc~ 
t1ons on diagonal lines to form a central 
body portion having substantially uniform 
V¢shaped ends and a V-shaped corner por 
tion on each face of the central body portion, 
the combined length of the corner portions 
exceeding the width of the body portion. 

~ 5. As an element of a package to be dis 
pensed through an opening in a dispensing 
cabinet, a paper napkin ?rst folded in a reo 
tangular form and then two diagonally op~ 
posite corner parts folded along approxi 
mately parallel diagonal lines to form an 

op— 
posite triangular ends substantially unigform 
as to shape and size, said folded-over corner 
parts being in overlapping relation and 
overlying the intermediate portion to pro 
vide free triangular tabs of uniform shape 
and‘ size‘and having their loose corners osi 
tioned about midway of the longitu inal 
dimension‘ of the elongated intermediate 
portion. 
In witness whereof, I hereunto subscribe 

my name to this speci?cation. 

ELMER C. MORRIS. 
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